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Born in a refugee camp in Vietnam, Dash Ng is a Chinese-Vietnamese immigrant who
was able escape the poverty of Vietnam after being sponsored to live in Australia by
relatives. Growing up in Australia was tough as he had to deal with racism, being short
(5’7), skinny and the typical Asian male stereotype often portrayed on the varies media.
This has largely shaped Dash’s early goals in life and perception of interracial dating. He
never even considered dating non-Asian women only recently in the last 3 or so years.
Dating was not even on the table during High School for Dash having his first kiss at 18
years old and losing his virginity at 20. He was the typical late bloomer in the dating
scene. Having gone through 3 painful rejections during his late teenage years led him to
research on how to interact with women.
His first realization was at 19, when the girl who rejected him posted a blog entry
indirectly talking about the situation and how men and women can’t be friends if one
party is attracted to the other. She also linked a popular Internet theory called ‘The
Ladder Theory’, which was the first step to Dash’s education that being just that ‘Nice
Guy’ doesn’t get you girls. And that often, jerks end up with the girl. This theory was
later shattered after receiving a book titled ‘The Game’ by Neil Strauss for his 22nd
birthday (2009). This sparked his interest in pick up which led him to learn ‘The Mystery
Method’.
This led to his 2nd realization that girls don’t necessary like jerks but girls want a wide
range of emotions, so essentially, someone who is in between a ‘Nice Guy’ and ‘the
Jerk’. In other words he decided that being the ‘Coolest Most Interesting Guy’ she ever
met. Dash continued his quest of discovery by taking massive action and going out on
average 2-3 times a week constantly for the next 4 years
Dash decided to learn the ABCs of Attraction System from JT Tran in 2014 as Dash
appreciated the holistic, well-rounded approach to confidence and lifestyle building that
JT emphasized.
Dash’s style of Game leans more towards the ‘natural style’ of game with very few
canned routines and lines. He prefers to go as direct as possible without putting the girl
on a pedal stool. He focuses on inner game such as being genuine and honest with your
intention when interacting with girls.
Being in the moment is a big part of Dash’s game as he believes it gives you freedom
from focusing on the outcome as you having fun while interacting with girls. Dash also
focuses on other aspects of self-development such as staying fit and eating clean.
Building a career as well as growing spiritually are on the top of his list in terms of the
overall goals.

Since starting into pickup, Dash has dated his fair share of beautiful women ranging from
‘Import’ models, Miss Chinese contestants, and exotic dancers. In time, while he is open
to dating women of all races, he hopes to settle down with a high quality woman closest
to him in cultural background.

